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Dear Partner: 

Our fund gained 9.74% for the year ended December 31, 2019 and 341.93% since inception on May 7, 2009.  While 
the return didn’t shoot the lights out, we judge it to be satisfactory in light of the modest market risk taken during the 
year, with our beta-adjusted net exposure ranging between 10% and 40% of the general market.  We believe that the 
excellent market opportunities now justify a higher exposure, which we believe augurs well for future returns.    
 
 

The year in review  
 
In 2019, our long positions rose by 4.65% on a gross basis, while we generated an outstanding 35.48% on our short 
book, considerably outperforming the inverse return of the market. Our short book has to date provided positive 
cumulative returns of 74.30% since inception, and cumulative alpha of 337.81%, which is a source of great pride for 
our team.  
 

   
 

Date 
May - Dec 

2009 
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Annualised 
since 

inception 

Total since 
inception 

Steyn gross long 
performance 

39.13% 43.93% 7.21% 27.89% 30.96% 19.01% 14.87% 5.77% 7.06% 1.81% 4.65% 18.62% 493.06% 

Steyn gross short 
performance 

-10.62% -8.36% 10.06% 1.27% 3.10% -4.35% 32.27% -15.30% -2.46% 30.78% 35.48% 5.35% 74.30% 

Steyn Net 
Performance 

28.21% 33.63% 5.67% 22.03% 22.55% 12.28% 22.53% -2.31% 5.14% 5.26% 9.74% 14.95% 341.90% 

JSE ALSI TRI 
performance 

30.57% 18.98% 2.57% 26.68% 21.43% 10.88% 5.13% 2.64% 20.95% -8.53% 12.05% 12.86% 263.51% 

 
 

2019 marked the conclusion of our long-held and very successful investment in African Phoenix ordinary and 
preference shares, which netted a total gain of over R100m for funds under our management.  What made this a 
successful investment wasn’t just the amount of money we made, but also the very low risk nature of the investment, 
given that our superior understanding of the capital structure meant that we were effectively buying cash at a large 
discount.   
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Strategy going forward 
 
At year end, we held 100% of capital in 34 long positions, offset by -27% in 26 short positions, for a net market 
exposure of 73%.  As usual, the much lower market exposure of our arbitrage, credit and defensive long positions, 
resulted in a beta-adjusted market exposure of approximately 15%.   
 
We have been in maximum defensive positioning since 2016, as a result of concerns on general market valuation as 
well as economic outlook.  This resulted in a large allocation to Credit and Arbitrage investments which carry little 
market risk, as well as a larger than average short allocation.  While these allocations have stood us in good stead, 
we believe that the significant opportunity in unloved smallcap and midcap stocks merits a re-allocation from these 
lower risk and return categories into extremely attractive Quality Value names. 
 
The weak South African domestic economy, credit downgrade fears and the ongoing troubles with Eskom and other 
parastatals have created very downbeat domestic consumer and business confidence. Many investors have sought 
sanctuary in ‘safer’ large cap stocks and those with predominantly foreign earnings streams. The predictable result 
has been that the prices of these assets have been bid up while domestically focussed ‘SA Inc.’ stocks, particularly 
those in the small and midcap sector, have been largely overlooked. This has resulted in historically extreme 
undervaluations for many smaller stocks. Our Quality Value strategy focusses on acquiring those businesses with 
high return-on-invested-capital and free cash flow yields, in addition to attractive valuation. The out-of-favour small 
and midcap environment has presented us with excellent opportunities in this regard. The combined quality and 
valuation of the holdings in our Quality Value strategy is exceptional at present and we have a high conviction in the 
upside potential inherent in these positions. 
 
The graph below illustrates the sharp underperformance of the small and midcap indices in South Africa over the 
recent past. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Individual Investments 

We’re including below a synopsis on significant long positions held in our portfolio.   
 
 

Tsogo Sun Gaming (5% of capital):  is an owner of 13 licensed casino and entertainment destinations in South 
Africa, in addition to operating alternative gaming sites (i.e. bingo and limited payout machines). South Africa only has 
41 casino licenses, making Tsogo the owner of a number of local monopoly type businesses. The regulated nature of 
casinos makes them very defensive in nature and despite the macro-economic weakness, the business has 
continued to grow revenues and develop and grow its alternative gaming formats. The business trades at an 
incredibly attractive 7x EV/EBIT and has a 15% free cash flow yield, making it one of the cheapest casino operators in 
the world.  We believe that free cashflow is likely to increase further given the completion of major capex projects. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   

Tsogo Sun Hotels (7% of capital): is an owner and manager of hotels in South Africa, sub-saharan Africa and the 
United Kingdom, controlling almost 19,000 rooms.  Importantly, a significant and growing proportion of earnings is 
from the high quality and capital-light hotel management business.  While recent earnings have been depressed as a 
result of poor occupancy stemming from the weak local economy and the Cape Town water crisis, we believe that 
future earnings have significant growth potential.  The abatement of the Cape Town water crisis is leading to a near 
term earnings boost, while government efforts to double international tourism over the next four years is a structural 
tailwind, along with the potential to manage more owned hotels internally.  The business trades at a very attractive 
EV/EBIT multiple of 7.5x and has a free cash flow yield of 9% on current depressed earnings.  
 

 

Quantum Foods (5% of capital): is a Southern African poultry, egg and animal feeds business that is trading at a 
very discounted 2x EV/EBIT.  While the egg business is a very cyclical business that is currently under some stress, 
the animal feeds business is a much higher quality and more stable business.  The Chairman of the company is a 
businessman with a solid record of capital allocation, and the company has been allocating capital into the higher 
quality animal feeds business (now 35% of earnings), as well as repurchasing shares (the share count is down 18% 
over the past four years).  
 
 

Steinhoff Preference shares (4% of capital): are cumulative preference shares issued by Steinhoff Investment 
Holdings Limited (“SIHL”), the South African investment holding company owned by Steinhoff NV. Despite Steinhoff 
NV being in financial distress, SIHL owns a 71% stake in Pepkor, as well as private equity assets and real estate 
worth more than R30bn, while the only outstanding debt is its preference shares with a face value of R1.5bn. The 
preference shares are currently suspended on the JSE due to the company not yet preparing audited financials, 
which are in process.  The shares, which are currently held at R44, have a par value of R103 and a clean yield of 
21%, and we expect them to be worth much closer to par value, plus dividends received over time. 
 
 

MultiChoice (5% of capital): is a growing sub-saharan pay-TV operator and content owner with 14 million 
subscribers in 50 countries.  The business was spun out of Naspers, leading to significant share price weakness as 
investors sold the stock indiscriminately to 8.5x EV/EBIT.  Multichoice is a combination of a very profitable business in 
South Africa, which makes R10bn a year, and a Rest of Africa business that loses R4bn a year.  The key for the stock 
is turning around the African losses, which, after reviewing their plans carefully, we believe the company can achieve.  
Early indications are positive as the business reported H1 FY20 subscriber growth of 7% and earnings growth of 22% 
on reduced African losses. 
 
 

Capital Appreciation (4% of capital): is an investment company with interests in payment technology, cloud 
consulting and software businesses.  The company IPO’d as a SPAC1 at R1 in 2015 with the founders, who we 
believe are savvy investors, putting up a significant part of the capital.  Subsequently, they bought three businesses 
with approximately 60% of the IPO proceeds, grew the earnings of the acquired businesses by almost  90%, and 
used some of the cash proceeds to repurchase 20% of the shares at an average price 20% below the IPO price.  The 
net result of all of this progress is that the stock of a company called Capital Appreciation actually depreciated by 
around 25%.  We believe that the stock is easily worth double the current share price, and we believe that 
management will continue adding value while we wait for the market to recognize this. 
 
 

Indluplace (3% of capital): is a residential REIT with almost 10,000 units and 20,000m2 of associated retail space in 
South African cities. South African REIT share prices have been decimated over the past two years as a result of the 
weak economy, too much debt, corporate governance issues, and oversupply and structural decline in certain 
segments (such as malls and Johannesburg offices).  There are pockets of relative strength, and we believe that 
residential REITS are likely to be more, ahem, resilient2 than most other property segments.  The stock trades at a 
cap rate of 14%, has a 20% dividend yield, and is in the enviable position of being able to sell their units fairly easily at 
a much lower cap rate (implying a higher price).  
 
 

Sun International (3% of capital): is a licensed casino business with 13 casinos in South Africa (contributing 70% of 
earnings), and 12 casinos in Latin America (30% of earnings).  As written above, we consider the licensed casino 
business to be a very high quality and relatively stable business.  Subsequent to our purchase of Tsogo Sun, Sun 
International’s stock price was driven down almost 40% after a part sale of their Latam business fell through and 
protests erupted in Chile (though mostly far away from Sun International’s casino’s).  Sun International’s valuation 

 
1 Special Purpose Acquisition Company, a cash shell listed with the intention to acquire businesses post listing. 
2 Resilient is the name of the first REIT to blow up in spectacular fashion in early 2018, declining by 65% in a matter of weeks. 



   

declined to 7.5x EBIT, mirroring the very cheap valuation of Tsogo Sun above, and enabling us to establish a position.  
Despite these headwinds, Sun International has a significant amount of self-help potential as a result of a long period 
of poor management under the previous team.  These new initiatives helped produce a 9% rise in H1 operating 
earnings, and we believe there is significant potential to utilize Sun International’s prodigious free cash flow to create 
value for shareholders. 
 
 

Grindrod Shipping (“Grinships”, 3% of capital): is a shipping company that owns 17 handysize bulk carriers, 8 
supramax bulk carriers, and 7 product tankers.  The stock was spun off from Grindrod limited, and due to very low 
shipping rates at the time was loss making, leading the stock to sell down to less than half of the open market value of 
the ships owned.  Grinships operates a modern fleet of very efficient vessels, the advantage of which should become 
apparent in 2020.  From January 1 of this year, all global vessels have been forced to switch to low sulphur fuel, or 
retro-fit “scrubbers” to reduce emissions from using high sulphur fuels.  Grinships will benefit both from lower costs 
due to its fuel efficiency, but probably even more from higher rates as less efficient ships are forced to reduce speed 
in order to continue operating, thereby reducing supply.   
 
 

Alviva (2% of capital): is a distributor, integrator and financier of IT equipment and software.  The core distribution 
business operates in an oligopoly in South Africa, and is a high return on capital business.  The stock is yet another 
poster child for despised SA smallcaps, trading at 4x EV/EBIT, versus the 10x EV/EBIT that US peer Techdata was 
recently sold for (Warren Buffett had also bid for this business).  Management has been taking advantage of this 
undervaluation by the market, reducing the share count by 15% over the past two years.  The business is likely to 
generate substantial free cashflow during 2020 as it cycles a working capital build, possibly as much as a 20% free 
cash flow yield, and management have indicated that they would be willing to repurchase shares much more 
aggressively with this cash, should the valuation remain depressed. 
 
 
Short positions (26 stocks representing –27% of capital) 

In order to avoid jeopardising our access to management, we won’t specifically list our current short positions. We 
established new short positions in a large insurance business with highly questionable accounting practices, two 
property companies with non-SA property exposure where we believe market consensus is overly bullish, a financial 
services company which is struggling with pricing and declining volumes and where we see continued weakness, and 
a fashion retailer where we also believe consensus is overlooking fundamental weakness.   
 
 
As always, if anything is unclear, or if you wish to discuss our operations further, we welcome your questions. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
André Steyn, CFA, CA(SA) 
James Corkin, CA(SA) 
 



   

Mandatory Disclosures 

Steyn Capital Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised Category I, II and IIA financial services provider in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act No. 37 of 
2002 (“FAIS Act”) with FSP number 37550. The information contained herein, should not be construed as advice as defined in the FAIS Act, neither does it constitute a 
solicitation, invitation or investment recommendation. Collective Investment Schemes (“CIS’s”) should be considered as medium to long-term investments. There are risks 
involved when buying, selling or investing in any financial product. The value of financial products can increase as well as decrease over time, depending on the value of the 
underlying securities and market conditions. There is no guarantee in respect of capital or returns in a portfolio. Past returns may not be indicative of future returns and an investor 
should seek independent professional financial, legal and tax advice relevant to their individual circumstances before making any investment decision. CIS’s are traded at the 
ruling price and can engage in scrip lending and borrowing. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions is available on request from the Manager. A CIS may be 
closed to new investors in order for it to be managed more efficiently in accordance with its mandate. Performance has been calculated using net NAV to NAV numbers with 
income reinvested. The validity and accuracy of any illustrations, forecasts or hypothetical data are not guaranteed and are only provided for illustrative purposes. 

 

APPENDIX - Portfolio as at December 31, 2019 

LONG POSITIONS %* SHORT POSITIONS %* 

Consumer Staples   Consumer Staples   

Quantum Foods 5.4% Food Producer Short I -1.0% 

    Food Retail Short I -1.0% 

    Pharmacy Short I -1.7% 

Financials/Property/Investment Companies   Financials/Property   

Reinet Investments 5.1% Financial Short I -2.8% 

African Rainbow Capital 5.0% Financial Short II -1.1% 

EPE Capital 4.8% Financial Short III -1.0% 

Capital Appreciation 4.4% Financial Short IV -0.8% 

Naspers 4.3% Property Short I -1.2% 

RECM Preference shares 3.0% Property Short II -1.2% 

Indluplace 2.9% Property Short III -1.1% 

Tremation Capital 2.5% Property Short IV -0.8% 

    Property Short V -0.8% 

    Property Short VI -0.7% 

Retail/Consumer discretionary   Retail/Consumer discretionary   

Tsogo Sun Hotels 6.5% Retail Short I -1.2% 

Tsogo Sun Gaming 4.9% Retail Short II -1.1% 

MultiChoice 4.7% Retail Short III -1.1% 

Motus Holdings 3.7% Retail Short IV -1.0% 

Sun International 3.1% Education Short I -0.6% 

    Education Short II -0.6% 

Industrial/Construction   Industrial/Construction   

Rolfes Holdings 4.2% Industrial Short I -0.9% 

Grindrod Shipping 2.8% Industrial Short II -0.8% 

    Construction Short I -0.5% 

Other   Other   

Informational Edge (5 stocks) 5.4% Healthcare Short I -1.4% 

Deep Value (2 stocks) 3.4% Healthcare Short II -1.3% 

Undisclosed positions (8 stocks) 14.4% Paper Short II -0.9% 

Steinhoff Preference shares 4.4% Chemicals Short I -0.8% 

ABSA Preference shares 3.2%     

Alviva 2.2%     

Gross Long 100.3% Gross short -27.4% 

    Gross exposure 127% 

*Rounded   Net exposure 73% 

    Market Adjusted exposure 15% 
 


